Marcel Duchamp Notes
marcel duchamp's readymades: walking on infrathin ice - marcel duchamp's readymades: walking on
infrathin ice in the readymades, which hector obalk states are the "subject matter" of a work of art. the actual
work marcel duchamp painting, even - centre pompidou - centrepompidou 24 september 2014 - 5
january 2015 marcel duchamp painting, even a key artist of the 20th century, and the inventor of the famous
ready- marcel duchamp: a re-evaluation - monoskop - marcel duchamp: a re-evaluation 1. at present,
modern art pays dearly for popularization. various ... (marcel duchamp, ((notes)), nr. 149, paris 1980.
duchamp's stripped - monoskop - duchamp's bride stripped bare ... marcel duchamp, the bride stripped
bare by her bachelors, even ... scribed by duchamp in his notes, but duchamp “here, in n.y., i bought
some objects in the same ... - see marcel duchamp, notes and projects for the large glass (new york: harry
n. abrams, 1969), p. 88 n. 53, quoted (with different spelling) in tate papers - military avoidance: marcel
duchamp and the ... - military avoidance: marcel duchamp and the 'jura-paris road' kieran lyons fig.1 ... the
‘jura-paris road’ notes appear within the body of duchamp’s duchamp's eroticism: a mathematical
analysis - ir.uiowa - duchamp's eroticism: a mathematical analysis ... eroticism was fundamental to marcel
duchamp's artistic ... he was then actively working on the geometrical notes marcel duchamp and the
machine - michigan state university ... - marcel duchamp's interest in the ma-chine and the mechanistic is
best un-derstood as a consequence of his pur-suit of a poetic of impersonality in tate papers - from the
green box to typo/topography ... - from the green box to typo/topography: duchamp and hamilton's
dialogue in print paul thirkell fig.1 marcel duchamp the bride stripped ... his notes photomechanically ... the
marcel duchamp - hofstra university - the marcel duchamp retrospective exhibition at the pasadena art
museum in 1963 captured ... notes. 1. andrew stafford, “making sense of marcel duchamp,” chapter 3 the
conceptual poetics of marcel duchamp - the conceptual poetics of marcel duchamp the river bears no
empty bottles, ... time, the notes themselves are, of course, in duchamp’s own handwriting. indeed, the
designs and sketches of marcel duchamp - the designs and sketches of marcel duchamp 101 the notes
can be ordered into certain groups, with similarities of subject-matter serving as the criterium of selection.
duchamp’s fountain and the role of information - marcel duchamp (american, ... duchamp’s . fountain.
and the role of information . ... • notecards or paper to make notes on background information marcel
duchamp: a selective bibliography - iii. bibliography marcel duchamp: a selective bibliography the
following was originally intended to be a comprehensive bibliography of duchamp; in particular, the ... marcel
duchamp: “twisting memory for the fun of it” or a ... - marcel duchamp: “twisting memory for the fun of
it” or a form of retroactive interference?—recalling the impacts of leaving home on the readymade—marcus
moore duchamp and the notion of optical tactility - um - dr. uršula berlot duchamp and the notion of
optical tactility art, emotion and value. 5th mediterranean congress of aesthetics, 2011 473 the booklet notes
cover page - openaccess.leidenuniv - 203 adcocq, c. (1983), marcel duchamp. notes from the large glass:
an n-dimensional analysis, an arbour (mich.), 29-33. ades, d. (1976), dada en fundación proa marcel a work
that is not a work proa - fundación proa marcel duchamp: a work that is not a work ... graphic copies of his
notes, he used chance to make music, and he first used photography marcel duchamps notes from the 39
large glass 39 an n ... - marcel duchamps notes from pdf henri-robert-marcel duchamp ... from the romanian
artists tristan tzara and marcel janco's frequent use of... duchamp du signe suivi de ... 5 january 2015
marcel duchamp - centrepompidou - much has been said about marcel duchamp’s break with painting,
highlighting, ... 1923, which was complex – as shown by his paraphrase in short notes ... lecture 13 handout:
in and around duchamp - professor caroline a. jones notes. history, theory and criticism ... b. marcel
duchamp - 1915 to new york, helps found “société anonyme” (a first, 6 duchampoptics - tim o'riley - 12.
craig adcock marcel duchamp’s notes from the large glass: an n-dimensional analy-sis michigan: umi research
press 1983, p54. 13. pdf book notes and projects for the large glass free epub - project ended,
duchamp claimed to give up his career as an artist€ notes projects large glass by duchamp marcel arturo
schwarz . 23 feb 1970 . readymades of marcel duchamp - resourcesylor - readymades of marcel
duchamp 1 readymades of marcel duchamp 1964 artist-authorized replica of fountain (1917) ... notes and
references notes [1] tomkins: ... marcel duchamp and the forestay waterfall - marcel duchamp and the
forestay waterfall ... its notes and perspectives, ... marcel duchamp: Étant donnés, ... art in america:
unpacking duchamp: art in transit ... - thus verbal constructions in the form of notes, speculations, ... the
complete works of marcel duchamp(7), arturo schwarz lists 663 works, compared with 421 on the record:
notes for the errata erratum duchamp remix ... - on the record: notes for the "errata erratum" duchamp
remix project at la moca by paul d. miller a.k.a. dj spooky that subliminal kid nyc 2002 "in the chain of ... how
the work of marcel duchamp addresses the political - 1 how the work of marcel duchamp addresses the
political keywords: marcel duchamp, ontology, the political, aesthetics, pictorial nominalism abstract: marcel
duchamp - cornerhousepublications - bonk of marcel duchamp’s the white box and includes over 100
reproduced facsimiles of his notes. during the period in which duchamp was struggling to affirm the ... picasso
and the chess player - muse.jhu - notes 1. “sensation of sensations ... roché, “souvenirs of marcel
duchamp,” in lebel, md, 79. 5. duchamp quoted in cabanne, dmd, 23. 6. henri poincare, marcel duchamp
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and innovation in science ... - henri poincare, marcel duchamp and innovation in science and ... the working
notes of one such artist, marcel duchamp, ... duchamp and innovation in science and art dalí and duchamp:
self-reflection and the mother’s body by ... - the friendship between salvador dalí and marcel duchamp
began . around 1930 and ... created from duchamp's notes by jean suquet (includes parts never completed).
marcel duchamp. la peinture, même. - journals.openedition - exceptional fame of marcel duchamp has
led to many a misunderstanding about the artist ... bound), coming from a wealth of notes by the artist.
moreover, ... marcel duchamp the bride stripped bare by her bachelors ... - marcel duchamp the bride
stripped bare by her bachelors, even or large glass, ... notes and projects for the large glass, edited by arturo
schwarz, new york, 1969) ... r(r)ose sélavy as man ray: reconsidering the alter ego of ... - duchamp
quoted in paul matisse, marcel duchamp, notes, trans. paul matisse (boston: g. k. hall), note 286. 3. pierre
cabanne, dialogues with marcel duchamp, h e t m e r k : d a m i e n h i r s t - makes a dig at hirst’s use of
assistants in notes for royal academy exhibition’, the guardian 5 januari 2012. ... marcel duchamp (1887-1968)
... college art association 6wdeoh 85/ http://jstor ... - i. marcel duchamp. one of four views of his studio,
... linguistics, see rosalind krauss, "notes on the index," in the originality of the avant-garde and marcel
duchamp and the arensbergs - art gallery nsw - marcel duchamp and the arensbergs dr jaime tsai 27/28
july 2016 ... marcel duchamp, notes on locations of sold works, philadelphia museum of art archives 26.
marcel duchamp s boîtes-en-valise collaboration and ... - marcel duchamp’s boîtes-en-valise:
collaboration and conservation brenna campbell1, Élodie lévèque2, erin jue3 1the museum of modern art, new
york, ny, usa ... technological stripping and meaning production in duchamp ... - technological stripping
and meaning production in ... desire as conceptualised in the large glass by marcel duchamp. ... duchamp
insisted on having the notes ... on the subject of the ready-made or using a rembrandt as ... - in her
notes, bethan huws links duchamp ... using a rembrandt as an ironing board marcel duchamp, a note from la
mariée mise à nu par ses célibataires, ... duchamp a biography - amodocs - can include considerable notes
in pen or highlighter but the notes cannot ... acclaim in 1996 this landmark biography of the influential artist
marcel duchamp by ... ap art history 2011 scoring guidelines - college board - ap® art history 2011
scoring guidelines ... submitted by marcel duchamp in 1917 to an unjuried exhibition ... the response also
notes that art “is traditionally out of field (fuera de campo) marcel duchamp in buenos aires - 1 out of
field (fuera de campo) marcel duchamp in buenos aires graciela speranza: gsperanza@sion although the
reasons for his unexpected decision remain unclear ... topic page: duchamp, marcel, 1887-1968 - topic
page: duchamp, marcel, 1887-1968 definition: duchamp, marcel from philip's encyclopedia french painter. ...
he described this in his green box notes (1933).
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